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Rented
homes are
50% more
likely to be
burglar- ized than
owned
homes.

Renter's insurance a nenlekted necessitv
By ' h i Memiss
Editor in Chief

in your car. Gone are your

The trees are full of color, the sun is shining and
a nice breeze goes by. You are in a great @ since
your last class of the day got out early.
Walking to your car, thoughts face through your
head of all the great things you can do with the extra
time th~shas allowed you.
Then you realize something is wrong.
Wh~leyou were In class, someone came-and
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Zeta Tau Alpha
welcomes back a breast
cancer survivor.
Full story 0
@
thechanticleeronline.com
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After four years of
keeping their fans
waiting, Radiohead
abruptly releases In
Rainbows. And they do
so at a price you can't
beat.
Review
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See ''Insurance," page 3A
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brought to
trustees
Football
res~[ut'ion
met
with skepticism at
board meeiing

ENTERTAINMENT

Orange Box is the latest
in a string of strong video
games to be released in
2007.
Review
.
.
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College students

that they barely
notice their eating

k,

~1

By Brandon
Hollingswrth
News Editor

,.

Amber Johnson was a cheerleader in high school. *After she
gdt to JSU, she said she put.on '
the freshman 15, plus 20 more
pounds. "It was a big difference 'going from high school to
college," Johnson said. "Stress
plus the lack of time didn't allow
me td work out or anything."
Now on top of schoolwork, a
job and' everything else, John-

The Faculty Senate's
recent oppositioll to a
possible move to a higher
NCAA football division
was the center of attention
at Monday's JSU Board of
Trustees meeting.
Faculty Senate President
Jim Rayburn presented

me to

lrustees meetlng.
Faculty Senate President
Jim Rayburn pmcnted
rhe"r&%&ii to tRe h a r d
early In the meeting. That. resolution, opposing a
1
move to NCAA Football
Bowl Subdivision status,
was adopted by a 21-6 vote
at the bady's s o m t t i m e .:
contentious Oct. 8 session:
This past summer, the
NCAA handed down a .
four-year moratorium on :
JSU's request to move, meaning any further ac- .
tion will have to wait until
201 1.
Trustee Jim Coxwell
questioned the concerns

work out or anything."
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Do you supbort
. ,
JSUS
possible move-to a higher
football division?
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JSU-Psychology teacher Dr. began Green
more than meets th eye
By Zach Childree
Staff Writer
Dr. Megan G r e ~ nlikes to tell
jokes in class, and the way she
teaches is animated. But her looks
of disapproval can cut through
you like knives if you show up

"No. I think maybe we
shouldmove down in
division': bat why we can
actually win some games."

kate for class.
In fact, you wouldn't kno
by looking at her, but Green
probably flip you on your
faster than it takes you to re
sentence.
That means you might wa
think twice about showing u
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Next week's question:
What am you doing to
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to her class.
Green teaches psychology
here at JSU, but psychology
isn? her only interest. She also
participates in Mixed Mal-tial '
Arts (MMA or Ultimate Fighting), and that just scratches the
surface of what might surprise
you about this Gadsden native.
She got her first undergraduate degree from JSU, then got
her doclorate in veterinary
mdcin&:;'from Auburn Universip.
ShBdying animal behavior
at Cchell is where she realized
'was more interested
i n thekhavior of animals than
their medical treatment. Today,
Green specializes in the treatment of'animal behavior problems.
Green's true ppassion outside
the cltlssroom is trivia.
"It brings me great personal
joy ti^ have knowledge and
share it yi4th others," she said.
"I'm ~ F k $ d c t ! "
H q M n pow& became
apparent ctt an earty age. She
scored a 27 on her ACT at age
12. She became a member of
Ntensa, the national honor sofor people with high IQs,
also a p y d on the
show ecdkvdy!
- - in
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Gladys M, Carlisle cuts the ribbon to offibially open the-art
annex that bearsher name on Monday, Oct. 15. Members
of the- JSU Board of' Trustees, earlisle's, family and the
JSU' communi attended the ceremony. For a brief
wrapup, see th chanticleeronline.com. Photo by Brandon
Holiingsworth / The Chanticleer
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS

The JSU Peer Educators will be
sponsoring Alcohol Awareness
Week events the week of Oct. 2226, 2007. Events will be held at
TMB, TMB Lawn and Merrill Hall.
For moreinformation, confact
counselor Adam Green at 7825475.

Kim Cooper is.JSU's
Employee of the Month
for the month of October.
Cooper serves as the
departmental secretary in
the music department and
performs administrative
duties at the academic, as
well as financial, levels.
Cooper has been a JSU
employee since 1999.

The Mimosa reminds students
that Thursday, Oct. 18 is a
school-wide picture day. Photos
will be taken from 9:00 a.m. to 5:
00 p.m. at the TMB.

On Wednesday, Oct. 12, the SGA sponsored Karaoke in the Caf, part of Homecoming Week 2007. Here, Amber Delaney croons
"I Just Want You to Know Who I Am." Photo by Jenna Early1The Chanticleer

Wednesday, October 10
Student Jasmine Davis
reported theft of property and
fraudulent use of a debit card.
The stolen items included
a wallet, debit card, driver's
license agd house keys valued
at $58.00..
Friday, October 12
Mindy Pettus and Tiffany
York, both 19, were arrested
for underage possession of
alcohol. The arrest occurred at
2:40 a.m. on Hwy. 21 South.
Sunday, October 14
Greg Johnson reported
theft of property at TMB. The
stolen items included a cash
. register drawer, a safe and
$1,161 dollars in cash. A glass
door and a window were also
damaged.
'fdfo&atim $ the campus crime colomn
i s W i n e d from incident md anest repopts
at th JSPl Po&x D e m e n t in Sails HdI.
Tbes4! rtx&rdsare public documents which
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Five finalists vie Ior Homecoming crown
By Brandon Hollingsworth I News Editor
and Vahessa Deliso I Staff Writer
No Homecoming
is complete with a Homecoming queen,
and with a vote on Thursday, Oct. 11, JSU
is one step closer to selecting its reigning
monarch for 2,007.
The five women selected to move on
to the next round of voting represent four
academic departments and five hometowns
in both Alabama and Georgia.
They are Olivia Fadul, 23, of Huntsville,
Valencia Cantrell, 22, of Heflin, Brittany
Greene, 20, of Leeds, Samantha Magee,
22, of Marietta, and Holly Murdock, 21,
of Rome.
There is no official duty for the
Homecoming queen, though the title
comes with a ride in the Homecoming

parade on Saturday, Oct. 20.
Finalist Holly Murdock is a
communications major and a sister in
.Alpha O e r o n Pi.
"To be Homecoming queen means being
a dedicaw JSU student who is willing to
do wha&r necessary to represent her
school wg," Murdock said.
Fadul, -;who is hearing impaired,
describe4 the moment she learned of her
selection as one of uncertainty followed
by elation.
When election officials named her as a
finalist, was a little unsure," she said. "I
was like PS that me?' It's something I just
couldn't believe."
The p m e s s of selecting a Homecoming
queen began with an open vote among
all female students at Jacksonville State.

''I

The top five vote, held in the Theron
Montgomery Building, narrowed the list
of candidates from ten to five. Another
round of voting commenced on Thursday
morning, Oct. 18, and the winner will be
crowned on Thursday night at Paul Snow
Stadium.
With only one election left, the top
five contestants are looking forward to
the results, albeit with more than a little
trepidation.
"I'm excited, and a little nervous,"
Greene said.
Fadul prefers to take a philosophical
approach, even when faced with the
prospect of a loss.
"Whatever happens, it's meant to be.
Whoever becomes queen, I'll be extremely
happy for them," she said.

Department of Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation professors Dr.
Mark Kovacs and Dr.
Jeff Chandler recently
published a book titled
Tennis Training: Enhancing
On-court Performance
through Racquet Tech
Publishing. Kovacs has
publications i n scientific
journals related to tennis
performance. Chandler
has over 20 years
experience as a tennis
researcher.
~h'e
lnternational
House is holding its
annual United Nations
Day Tea ~ u d d a y
afternoon, Oct. 21 , at
the lnternational House.
The program consists
of a formal presentation
of this year's residents
of the lnternational
House dressed in native
costumes and a 50-minute
program of native dance
\ and song followed by
refreshments and a social
gathering to the tea.

- From wire reports
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Rundown of the Monday,
Oct. 15, SGA meeting:
Heard reports from
executive officers Shalon
Hathcock, Keyrunta

Heard reports from
executive officers Shalon
Hathcock, Keyrunta
Houston, Destini Mayberry,
Brittney Cunningham, David
Jennings and Jennifer Nix
Approved minutes from
Oct. 8 meeting
Thursday, October 18
Homecoming Queen
Election, TMB Auditorium, 9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
NPHC Interfraternity Council
Meeting, 302 TMB, 2:30 - 3:30
p.m.
And Then There Were None,
Stone Center, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Admission : $9/$7/$5
Friday, October 19
Homecoming DoorNVindow
Judging, 1:30 p.m.
General Council Meeting,
220 Stephenson Hall, 3:00 4:00 p.m.
And Then There Were None,
Stone Center, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Admission: $9/$7/$5
Saturday, October 20
2007 Homecoming Parade,
Pelham Rd. North, 10:30 a.m.
- 12:OO p.m.
And Then There Were None,
Stone Center, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Admission: $9/$7/$5
Sunday, October 21
And Then There Were None,
Stone Center, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Admission: $9/$7/$5

-

Monday,bctober 22
Panhellerlic Council Meeting,
Curtiss Hall, 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Student Senate Meeting,
TMB Auditorium, 6:00, - 8:00
p.m.
Freshman Forum Meeting,
TMB Auditorium, 7:45 - 9:00
p.m.
Tuesday, October 23
CBASE, Leone Cole
Auditorium, 9:00 - 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 24

Rejected a bill calling for
a fundraiser in which at
least 50 percent of funds
raised must contribute to an
allocation request. The bill
was rejected out of concern
that it would create a
loophole for groups seeking
money.

SGA throws block party Drought woes
douse bonfire

By Shalon Montgomery
Staff Writer

On Tuesday, Oct. 16, the SGA held
the first Rock Star Block Party in
celebration of homecoming week.
"We want everyone to come out
and have a good time. We are hoping
by throwing this party we can get
students excited about homecoming,
and maybe we can relieve some of
the stress that midterms bring. In
additioli to that it gives JSU students
something to do on a Tuesday," SGA
President David Jennings said.
The SGA had a new approach for
the Rock Star Block Party. Instead
of having the party at thk Alumni
House, the typical location for a SGA
party, the SGA decided to throw the
party on the TMB lawn.
The SGA filled the entire week
of h'omecoming with activities for
JSU students and faculty. The Rock
Star Block Party was just one of
the free attractions the SGA held in
celebration of homecoming week.
"I always think we (SGA) are
looking to improve the quality of
our work no matter what it is," SGA
President David Jennings said, "I
think we have improved the quality
of this year's homecoming events
compared to past homecoming
events. I also feel by having these
events we are helping JSU students
find friendships that could possibly
last a life time."
According to some, the party nevep

built up to its name. When students
were asked if the party was a success,
their answers were harsh.
"It going all fight," MeMe Taylor
said.
"It should hwe been canceled,"
Jessica Moseley %aid.
Those at the block party appeared
to harbor simkar sentiments for
homecoming we&%in general.
"It has been
couple of pretty
boring days," ffuasiea Moon said.
"This year's ho&ecoming does not
appear to be be*cr than last year's
homecoming; hbever, last year's
wasn't that good fither."

Deejays Erin Chupp and Bryan
Sintos select tun& for the Rock
Star Block Party, vqhich took place
on the T ~ lawn.
B
mot0 bv Bethanv
Harbison / The chanfj~/eerc

By Brandon Hollingsworth
News Editor
No matter how passionate the fervor of the fans
or players, JSU's homecoming festivities will be a
little less fiery this year.
-It was not a lack'of excitement, but an ongoing
drought that brought about the cancellation of this
year's bonfire at Paul Snow Stadium.The decision,
announced at Monday's Board of Trustees Meeting,
alters previous plans for homecoming week.
The original plans for the dual-role event called
for the bonfire to be paired with the announcement
of homecoming queen. The coronation will still
,take place as planned, along with performances
from the Marching Southerners and speeches
from Athletic Director Jim Fuller, coaches and
senior players, according to SGA President David
Jennings.
"It's understandable," Jennings said. "It's not
going to dampen our spirits; we're still going to
party like a Gamecock."
Calhoun County, and most of the rest of Alabama,
is under an exceptionaldrought category, according
to the Oct. 9 U.S. Drought Monitor. "Exceptional"
is the worst category of drought severity.
On Oct. 11, the National Weather Service's
Birmingham forecast bffice issued a red flag
warning, designed to alert residents to conditions
favorable to wildfire. Conditions improved slightly
this week, but the risk of the bonfire getting out of
control is still high enough to prompt the university
,
to cancel the event.
The NWS' reporting station at .Anniston is now
runnine; 27.16 inches behhd in annual rainfall and

Passed a bill allowing
each student organization
to have two Organizational
Council representatives.
One of the two must attend
each meeting.
Held off consideration of a
resolution urging university
administration to implement
I.
~deasderived from a public
transit study conducted by
Skipper Consulting, Inc.
Passed a bill appointing
Carrie Hicks committee
head for the university's
annual talent show, '!JSU
Star."
Passed a bill appointing
Ashley Canham elections
clerk for the 2007-08 term.
Passed a bill appointing
sophomore Timothy Wyatt
an associate justice in the
Judiciary Branch of the
SGA.
a

Senator Tyrone Smiley
introduced a bill seeking
to raise the amount of flex
dollars provided to students
by 33 percent, beginning
in the spring semester of
2008. Sent to committee.
Senator Sam Suttle
introduced two bills relating
to Homecoming activities.
Sent to Homecoming
Committee.

t
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Insurance: Renters should be aware of risks without it
Cont. from page 1

All they care about is getting inside and stealing your stuff, no
matter what.
'NOW,all your extra time will be Spent waiting for the police and
filling out paperwork.
Not to mention the time You are going to have to Put in trying
to explain to Your teachers why You cannot do the homework they
have assigned or the money you will have to shell out to replace
everything that has been stolen.
The situation could be remedied by renter's insurance.
Renter's insurance is like a safety net in the event Your home,
car or storage unit id ever broken into. Depending on the case, most
landlords' insurance policies do not extend to their tenant's belongings- Usually in the case of a burgliuy, fire or f l d , the tenant and
the tenant alone is held responsible for damaged or destroyed belongings.
Some, but not all, insurance companies cover the loss of belongings in a vehicle. In most cases, if it is not included in the original
policy, it can be added as an additional policy.
Almost every company that offers car h s m n c e also offers renter's insurance and for some, if you purchase multiple policies, you
,
can qualify for a discounted rate.
A few of the more common companies are Geico, USAA, Allstate, Nationwide, Progressive, State Farm and Alfa insurance.
Some companies can be cheaper than othea, but many actually
encourage potential clients to shop around before choosing one.

Depending on the amount of coverage desired, the monthly payment can vary.
Many companies even have an online feature that can deliver an
approximate quote, though some require you to include personal
information and authorize a credit check in order to do so.
For $27,000 worth of coverage, for instance, USAA charges
about $18 per month, while Allstate charges $20 per month.
But for some, even the relatively inexpensive costs are not
enough to convince them.
"I really don't have a lot of expensive stuff, and I live in a pretty
safe neighborhood, so I don't really s e the point," Margaret Myers,
a recent JSU graduate, explained. "P us, it is anothei bill I don't
want to have to pay."
As explained on multiple insuran~eWeb sites, many people do
not even realize the value of their bel&ngings,so they have methods
of helping you figure out what your F p e r t y is worth.
According to their Web site, Allsta? renter's insurance will cover
the "current replacement cost of whaFver you lost, minus depreciation," which means that your belon@ngs will be covered not for
what you paid for them, but for theirktual value.
Sometimes the value decreases d
normal wear and tear on
pmperty, but that is to be expected.
, Many people feel that renter's ins
e is a good investment but
forget about purchasing it, b
will never need it.
"My car was broken into
a lot of stuff stolen.
I have thought about getting ins
any times but just have
never gotten around to it," senio
ar, a geography major,

7

said.
It seems that only when something bad happens are people
re.
.
minded about the benefits of purchasing insurance.
"I know I should buy it, but unfortunately, I will probably only
get around to it if something worse happens," Bomar added.
The famous phrase, 'fool me once shame on you, fool me twice
shame on me' comes to mind, or perhaps people just learn from
their former mistakes.
"Last year, my house was broken into and over a thousand dollars of stuff was stolen. I didn't have insurance then, but I definitely
have it now," senior Jon'Clements, an education major, said.
Clements, who recommends purchasing the insurance to anyone,
feels prepared if he should have another break-in.
Feeling safe in your own home is not something that should have
a price tag on it, but in this case, perhaps better safe than sorry.

Student health part 4 of 4: Nutrition aproble$for students
Cont. from page 1
The problems with Americans
and obesity and poor diet are welldocumented.
A lot of the problems that are
indicative of poor eating habits are
the same habits that college students endure on a daily basis.
Dr. Debra Goodwin of the Department of Family and Consumer
Sciences at JSW said it's much
harder for students to adhere to
healthy living standards than a lot
of Americans.
"Some of the dietary habits that
I have observed include skipping
meals,
consuming
excessive
amounts of fast foods, eating
portions that are way too large
&d eating too much sugar in the
forms of candy, cookies, cakes, d
carbonated beverages," Goodwih
said.
The National Health ' and
Nutrition Examination SUN^^
(NHANES) suggests that only 10
percent of Arriericans have good
diets. Dr. Goodwin has her theories

on why college students generally
fall into other 90 percent.
"I think college students develop
poor eating habits because of
two major factors: lack of time
management skills and lack of
motivation," Goodwin said.
"If one doesn't make time to
plan, purchase and prepare healthy
foods, he or she is more likely
to routinely rely on fast foods or
packaged foods."
There are of course some
students who fight the temptation
of the glowing, yellow arches,
like JSU senior Richard Chappell,
who finds time for his classwork
and time to run two or three miles
a day.
"I'll be the f i s t to say fast food
tastes great. But health-wise and
money-wise. it's better to make
your own food," Chappell said.
Chappell also uses to his advantage what JSU and the community
give him to help him stay active.
"A lot of students don't realize
they can take advantage of things
like the Ladiga Trail and Stephen-

son [Gyml," Chappell said.
There's also the perception
that eating healthy costs more
than a college student can afford, a stigma that Chappell says
is untrue from his experience.
"1 figured it up. If I ate out
every day it would cost me $400
a month. Eating what I eat now
costs $150," Chappell said.
It's not just diet that is
essential. Exercise and daily
activity are a must for one's
health.
Amber Johnson can attest to
that.
Since beginning her new
exercise regimen a month-anda-half ago, she has already lost
10-15 pounds.
She also said the adjustment
from high sChool to college is
the biggest concern,
"l)on't c h ~ n g eyour life too
much," she said.
And she, Chappell and Dr.
Goodwin all offer the samc simplistic, yct effective, advice.
Stay active.

Trustees: Football move discussed
Former Alabama Secretary
.of State Jim Bennett, who led
Of
underfunded
departments' the meeting, struck a conciliaposited in the resolution. Jje
tory tone. He said that, given the
also expressed skepticism at the
ornnn'a "Il;", thnt n ,,-n n,...,;,;lI+
NCAA's moratorillm and other
Cont. from page 1

Grouper, Snapper,.Gator and the
BEST BOTTLED BEER PRICES
IN TOWN! .Domestic $1.75

-

Terri Bowen & Curtis Sessions, Owners

Bellsou th Payments

I Dr. Green: was ;on
j:

Jeopardy

r'l

2000. On that episode. Green lastedbntil the Final Jeopardy
round.
-.',... . * - . . .
. 6 --

.

4 .

435-8806

282-0885 (=ell)

" I f we don't have it! - We will find it!"

posited in the resolutibn. He
also expressed skepticism at the
group's claim that current tuition
puts a major financial burden on
students.
"We advertise ourselves as the
cheapest school in the state of Alabama," Coxwell said. "And I see
this [resolution], and I'm wondering, 'Who do I believe?"'
Rayburn said that the concerns
stated in the resolution were
perceptions of the faculty, not extracted from studies. He added the
group was mainly looking for more
information on the move.
"The Faculty Senate had a couple of questions," Rayburn said.
"We felt kind of like there was [an
information] vacuum."
He went on to describe the difficulties faculty members faced
in trying to obtain equipment and
other needs. Coxwell responded
that if that were true, the university
should reauest a studv to ascertain
the extent of any shortages or understaffing.
"I just don't feel that enough
study has been done [on this issue]," Coxwell said. "If you're
going to approach this board and
tell us things we're going to have
to believe, you need to [give us]
facts, and I don't think these are
facts."
Faculty Senator Ed Bellman,
sitting in the audience, distanced
himself from the resolution as adopted. Bellman was a vocal critic
of the resolution during discussions in the Oct. 8 meeting.
"I think before we go off and say

,,w

n**ww.xx,&,

"...."*. ".,.."....- I
.-

tory tone. He said that, given the

NCAA'S moratorium and other
factors, the board was not close
to a decision.
"I think you'll find that the
board is in an information-gathering mode. If it doesn't [benefit
both academics and athletics],
we're not going to do it," he
said.
In other business, the Board
of Trustees approved the 200708 operating budget, recognized
a promotion for JSU political
liaison Don Killingsworth and
heard a report of activity from

.

2000. On that episode, Green lasted until the Final Jeopardy
rouna. .
"I didn't win, but I kicked butt in the 'Horror Movie Villians'
categbry," she said.
Now Green lives in Jacksonville with her high school sweetheart-and now husband-husband, Heath McLaughn, and her
mother whom she cares for. ,
She jokes that she'didn't take her husband's last name because it was easier to order pizza with the last name Green.
Even though she has lived quite a life already, she is glad to
be back at JSU.
"I always wanted to come back here," she said.
Even with her high IQ, Mensa membership and doctorate,
Green said she will continue on her quest to gain more knowledge.
"I spent 30 minutes yesterday just learning about popsicles,"
she grinned sheepishly. "I always wanted to know how they
were made."

"ljwe don't nave zt! - we w ~ r r~ z n azr!

I

Why Pay for
College?
You may be able to get your tuition
and books paid for PLUS monthly
' allowances!
-

ROTC offers:

* 2,3, & 4-year scholarships
for undergraduate &
graduate students

I

0

$1200 per year for books
Monthly allowance:
P $3000-freshmen
P $350-sophom.ores
P $450-juniors
k $$SO-seniors
Dormitory scholarships
Available!

National Guard &
Reserve Students earn
even more:

I

* $4,500 per year Tuition

don't think by any stretch that it's a
unanimous set of questions here."
Later in the meeting, Vice
cussed terms of the university's annual budget. He outlined the three
main sources of university funding: 'students, private gifts from
donors and state appropriations,
which this year total just shy of
$98 million. Of that, $6.5 million
is provided by the state and $42.6
million comes from students.
Carlson expressed skepticism
at the Faculty Senate's claim of
underfunding.
"Out of the $6.5 million [provided by the state], a portion is
earmarked," he said. "So you're
looking at $3.8 million for $35
million, and some people are not
going to get what they want."

1

I
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Wednesday, October

I

2007

Assistance
$247 per weekend drill pay
* $500 per semester for
books*
"(National Guard only)
'

JSU Army ROVC
Rowe Wall
(256) 782-5601
WWW.ROTC,JSU.EDU

.-

s

4

I / TMB Food Court 8:OOam 2:OOpm
I / 2.95 gpa required
1
I
I / Recent and 2008 graduate$ may apply

& Army ROTC
A Bremkr OEcer Training Environment
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our part
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f there's one thing we hate in the field of print
journalism, it's the field of public relations.
All PR people do is make our jobs harder.
Thatking said, it is the duty of a community
newspaper to play its part in making said community aware of certain things. Much like PR does.
For the past four weeks, we have brought you a
series of stories focusing on different health issues
that concern college students. Autumn is typically
a good time to focus on such issues. We hope the
series was at least somewhat informative.
You can &ad all of the health stones at

thechanticleeronline.com/studenthealth.

Leave Britney
alone? Not if
she has her way
By Webb Dillard
Senior Writer
P.T. Barnum once said that a sucker was born every minute,
.but I believe we can update his old adage to every second.
Take Britney Spears for instance. This whole "Britney
- personality breakdown" is all garbage if you ask me.
Let's look at Spears from the beginning. She made her name
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And from the ashes, a new p o s t important
voter demo&raphicemerges. :
This group is now the focus Flf a presidential
election that is still over a ye& away. And it's
not the most traditional target. .
No longer are Republicans b d Democrats
trying just to assuage the need# of voters who
are African American, w o m ~ h o m o s e i u a lor
Iowan.
Nope. Your new hotbe
is -NASCAR fans?
Last week, a staffer for Rep.
D-Miss., sent an e-mail to w
NASCAR race health cente
and Talladega, Ala. of
against
whomever attending to be*cinated
a 1
hepatitis A and B."
-x
be immunized for
communicable diseases.
Southern conservatives.'

Linda Daves, the
And the thing that most higher-ups, namely the
chairwoman of the jgnorant couple of Dems in question, seemingly
North
Carolina fail to realize is that NASCAR is the fastest
Republican Party.
growing sport in America for a few reasons.
"Democrats should
Corporate sponsors with a lot of money pay a
know that there is no
lot
of money to have their happy logos on the
preventive measure
sides
of these cars. And the South,has a lot of
yet designed to ward
off the blue-collar people, a lot of whom pack into these racetracks
values and patriotism every week. And more importantly, a lot of
that NASCAR fans them are voters.
chantyme@gmail,com repreSent.lf they aren't
Democrats may have a lost cause on their
careful, they just might hands here. The conservative values of the
catch some of it."
South aren't going anywhere. And conservative
Wow. We've come To this.
Republicans are that desperate for something southern voters aren't as forgiving as most.
on to which they can latch. Anything to make That's why they're conservative.
one or two Democrats look bad. Through the 'And now one Democratic official has
laws of American government osmosis, if one unwittingly attacked their Southern pastime and
Democrat looks bad, they all do.
general well-being. Bad move.
The issue is a local one due to the name of
They got the Republicans' engines running, ,
Taliadega that was thrown in there. But the anyway. They were already in need of muffling
thing about Alabama is that no matter what, it's
before this.
a red state.
TI'-
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.- personality breakdown" 1s all garbage 11 you ask me.
Let's look at Spears from the beginning. She made her name
as a "teeny-bopper." She made her rise to fame with the help
of all the shrieking female mallrats of the late nineties.
. - My theory is this: All her recent troubles are a sham. There,
' Isaid it-I
said it so that Entertainment Tonight wouldn't have
to, and I said it to shut the front doors to TklZ.com for good.
First of all, from 51 marketing standpoint, she needs to adapt
:to the aging of her fans.
Second, what better way could Spears make the transition to
:adult status-in the minds of her now adult-aged fans-than
to go through adult problems?
Divorce, children, drugs, drinking, law troubles-the whole
I :nine yards. The generation that fell in love with Britney isn't
:* the first to deal with any one of the aforementioned problems,
:- but they were the first generation to learn about oral sex from
::the TV news a-la the Clinton1Lewinsky affair.
Spears knows that by making herself appear to go through
:-some of the same problems as her now "adult aged fans" go
1: through that it ensures those same people stay fans. I like to
"describe it as the "Hey, look at me, I am as imperfect as you
are. Keep buying my records, because 1 am a big girl now7'
:syndrome.
1: Mark my words. In the next year or so, Miss Brit will be
: on Oprah claiming a 180-degree turnaround in her life and
I -thanking the fans for sticking with her through her troubling
; times.
- Not long after her appearance on Dr. Phil, a new and
,:improved Britney will appear.
:I My pointis this: Don'tbeduped.
Those of you who were fans of this chick, and you know
who you are, don't buy into this crap. This, in my opinion, is
manipulation of the media to the highest degree.
:: Does anybody remember the recording artist Tiffany? I
-do. I also remember that she didn't fare well when it came to
producing adult-style music for the same fans that made her
famous as a teenybopper.
What about one Miss Debbie Gibson? I recall her attempts
to make it as an adult contemporary artist included this lame
and childlike quote, "Don't call me Debbie anymore, it's
r
Deborah !"
Guess what, it didn't work. '
I am sure that Britney is well aware of the fates that
awaited those two teenyboppers of the late 809s,and so is her
publicist.

Southern conservatives.'
While most reasonable Southerners, such
as you and me, will look at this situation and
say, "That guy is dumb, but let's not let one
bad egg ruin it for all of us," there are enough
muckraking Republicans out there who will
blow this well out of proportion.
Take this Patriotic blowhard for instance-

thing about Alabama is that no matter what, it's
a red state.
It's already a state full of NASCAR fans.
It's already a state full of blindly loyal Bush
supporters.
Just ask my Uncle Joe in Cleburne County.
Bush is his president. Bush is a rock star.
Scratch that-a country music star.

before-this.
Kevin Jeffers is the
editor
The
Chanticleer. He can be reached by phone at
782-8192 or by ' e-mail at ~han$me@~mai
corn. You can read his weekly ramblings @
kevin~shjeffers.blogspot.com.

Separation of science and politics a must
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"their efforts to build
Last week was Nobel week, the annual blitz
wherein Nobel Prizes in six categories are
up and disseminate
awarded to scientists, writers, activists, politigreater knowledge
about man-made clicians or others who a panel deems worthy of
recognition.
mate change."
The
announceAs is usually the case, five of the prizes
ment came last Friweie awarded to people you've never heard
day morning. Forty
of.
eight hours later, the
For instance, this year's Physics prize went
Sunday morning talk
to Albert Fert and Peter Grunberg for their
shows groaned under
discovery of giant magnetoresistance.
HOIlingswohh
the weight of specuAbout damn time, I say. People have been
ignoring giant magnetoresistance for too chantynews@gmail.com lation of political motives and ideology.
long!
A prime example:
No doubt that all of this year's recipients
are deserving people. But still, not readily Bill Kristol of the Weekly Standard said on
identified by anyone who doesn't follow "gi- Fox News Sunday -that the Nobel commitant magnetoresistance," whatever that might tee- a nonpartisan, nonpolitical group- was
a group of liberals handing out awards to libbe.
It was the Nobel Peace Prize that grabbed erals.
Good 01' Bill. He and so many others this
the headlines last week, more than a typical
week missed the point by a mile and about
Nobel award does.
The attention came for two reasons: .1) the something as important to our future as global
issue for which the prize was given is a con- warming.
Look, don't get me wrong. People on the
troversial one and 2j one of the men who releft and right ends of the American political
ceived it was A1 Gore.
Yeah, A1 Gore the former ~i'ce-~resident, spectrum misuse climate data to make their
Oscar winner and Powerpoint maven. He and points for and against global warming. Abuse
the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate of scientific research is definitely a bipartisan
Change
- shared the 2007 Peace Prize in part for field and has been for years.

But there's a mistake that Kristol and others
make: Science is not politics. Confusing the
two is a dangerous game. Science is a process
of discovery and exploration, not compromise, cloture or majority rule. Science should,
by its very nature, be free from the political
bands that tie down so many other fields of
human endeavor.
Your politics are yours and mine are mine,
but science is science to everyone, everywhere.
And we don't get the option of deciding
whether or not to believe in the facts. There is
no opt-out policy.
Of course, we're not taiking about the science. We're talking about the politics and the
symbolism and dastardly1 liberals and just
about everything else that has nothing to do
with the reason the Peace Prize was awarded
in the first place.
If we don't learn to differentiate between the
two, our distraction could prove catastrophic.
Brandon Hollingsworth is the news editor of
The Chanticleer. He can be reached by phone
at 782-8521 or by e-mail at chantynews@
gmail.com. You can read his weekly science
blon @ brandononscience.blo~spot.com.
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Music Corner
WLJS Top Ten Records of the Week
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GAME REVIEW

Five games, one (orange) box

1. Black Lips - Good Bad Not Evil
2. Magik Markers - Boss
3. Thurston Moore- Trees Outside the Academy
4. JosC GonzAlez - In Our Nature
5. Les Savy Fav - Let's Stay Friends
6. Iron and Wine - The Shepherd's Dog
7 . M83 - Digital Shades Vol. 1
8. Health - Health
9. Animal Collective - Strawberry Jam
10. The Go! Team -Proof of Youth
I

ALBUM OF THE WEEK
Radiohead
In Rainbows
After two years in the making, leaks of various concerts
with new songs in the set lists and abstract statements on the
band's blog, Radiohead released their seventh studio album,
In Rainbows, last week.
It was an odd release considering that the band self-released
the album with no label support-after 2003's Hail to the
Thief,Radiohead's contract with EM1 expired-via their Web
site as a download and allowed fans to pay any price (no,
really) that they wanted.
Clocking in at a mere 40 minutes, In Rainbows is not an
album of a band trying to change their sound once again. The
band, in fact, sounds very confident here-not trying to outdo
any past effort. In doing so, Radiohead has crafted perhaps
their most user-friendly album to date.
The album opens with "15 step," a track that starts off with
glitchy drums and Thom Yorke's whine. 1 was skeptical that
Yorke's solo album, 2006's The Eraser, was the template
for this album, but my fears were assuaged once Jonny
Greenwood's~ellowguitar came in about 40 seconds in.
From that point on, the album is very much the work of a
five-piece band.
Next up, "Bodysnatchers," reminds one of old Radiohead
with its crunchy guitar riffs and general Brit-rock rhythm.
"Nude," a track that has been a longtime fan favorite, is
finally produced on this album with lighthearted strings and
Yorke's voice floating ethereally around.
This track gives way to another song that has been floating
around for a few years, "Weird Fishes / Arpeggi." It, also, is
rather faithfully constructed with only new drums to back it
UP.
"All I Need," with its bare rhythm and bass-synth line, is a
possible single, sounding not unlike a Coldplay,song.
Halfway through the album, I admit that I'm completely
undenvhelmed. However, an underwhelming album from
Radiohead is far better than most bands' best albums and is
surely worth whatever price you choose to pay
for it.

B

- Matthew L. Reese

The cast of Team Fortress 2 poses. The game was in development for nearly a decade. Media file photo1

'Orange Bod delivers in quantity, quality
By Chris'Pittman
Web Editor

more impressive aspects of the cartoon graphics. Each class
game. You might see an enemy has a different strongpoint that
plunge through a window if s e t s them apart from the rest of
Game prices have risen over you $ave bamcaded the door. the pack. The games six maps
the past few years, but developer Unfohnately the squad A.I. is have preset objectives, which is
Valve' attempts to give gamers not nearly as good, and many slightly disappointing because
some much-need& relief. The times proves to do more harm they quickly lose variety.
The downside is there are
Orange Box features five games than good.
The graphics hold up very well, performance issues during online
in one package including HalfLife 2 with both expansions, but are not nearly the quality of matches. Many games will run
other g m e s in the genre. There flawlessly, but there are times that
Team Fortress 2 and Portal.
Half-Life 2 is every bit as good is some visual pop-up during the game becomes a slideshow
as the original PC version, which some of the more technical parts due to lag.
Despite the lag issues, Team
received over 40 game of the of the game.
Every audio aspect of the game
year awards when it *launched
several years ago. The game is fantastic. The music kicks in at
features a story that is easy to the right times, the sound effects
understand, but deep enough to for weapons are spot on and the
keep you interested throughout voice dialogue is well performed.
Episode and 2
extra
the experience.
Physics play a big role and- story length, as well as more epic
are one of the key concepts that battles to tackle. Each episode is
separate the game from other short, but both add strength to one
first-person shooters. With the of the best games ever made.
Team Fortress 2 was in
gravity gun, you can move objects
in order to proceed through many development for nearly a decade, .
puzzles that are scattered all over but the wait has been worth it.
The game features class-based
City 17.
The enemy A.I. is ohe of the multiplapr combat with stylish

Fortress 2 is one of the best
multiplayer games currently
available. The gameplay is very
strong, and the simple mechanics
make it an absolute blast to play.
Portal rounds out The Orange
Box in a big way.
Portal is pretty short and many
of the puzzles are very easy, but
the gaine is such a breath of fresh
air that it must be experienced.
The game is hilarious and
extremely well made. Valve has a
hit on their hands with Portal.
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@,collep$mtball's~National..
~./Chmpionshipgame, have ar:'
.guably been the most criticized
system ip NCAA history.

Do ,a$y ever g p it right?
-

Las$m&bn, $e only two
undefeated, (tams *.the end of

By Jared Garavette
Staff Sports Writer
For the first time since the
2005 season, the Jacksonville
State volleyball team was
simply outplayed in every
phase of the game In an Ohio
Valley Conference match.
The high-throttle Gamecock
offense never got into a rhythm
on Saturday afternoon as they
fell to Southeast Missouri in
four games (30-27, 25-30, 2330, 21 -30).
With the loss, JSU (12-6,9-2)
fell Into a three-way tie for first
place in the OVC with Murray
State and Tewessee State.
"I thought they played a great
game defensively," JSU head
coach Rick Nold said. "They
were just picking up some
really fbuph b a h , and-hat has
a way d kind of getti$h your.
.#*.

*

.',
)

Bsckeyes In b e national tide

head."
The Rcdhawk defense held
the Gamecocks to a ,183 attack
percentage for the game and
did an excellent job of keep~ng
JSU's brg hitters In check.
"We talked about how to
respond ,from that and ketp
co,mrog
and I thought dyit
we psf','dn't do a great job of
keeping& pressure on them,v

p,

Abbey h e i f , 'wh ' 29 MIS
accounted f&the k&ty of the
JSU offen*, the chm6imtkm
of Joi ,Warts, ~ e k & &
Brittnqr -%a
pnd
Vorbeck wm;Q l$h$ un
.*
,148 afrack $&smta&:
Overtpe lz@.pe~fJf seasoy'
JSU has.
plgreat
defense nigkin,and &ht out. I
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game, Boise State was the only

school without a loss in Division I football.
Unfortunately, the Broncos
had nothing tangible to show
for it.
Many say that the Boise
State's of the world don't play
against top-notch competition week in and week',out and
therefore don't deserve to be in
the title game. That's fine.
What about Auburn in 2004?
The Tigers finished 12-0
in the SEC, arguably the top
conference in all of college
football, and were left out of

.

the average.fo~tbk'll
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conference in all of college
football, and wmd-left out of
the chmpionstitp &tine.
To make it e ~ ~ h o r sthe
e;
members of that Auburn team
and the rest of the college
football nation were forced to
watch the USC Trojans crush
Oklahoma 55-19.
Could Auburn have competed with Matt Le~nart,Reggie
Bush and LenDale White?
I guess we will never know.
In 2001, Nebraska didn't
even play In its own conference title game, but the BCS
said they were the second best
team in the nation.
.
Mami domieated the Cornhuskers in the Rose Bowl
37-14, but back to my original
point.
The first 2007 BCS standings came out on Sunday, and I
just don't get it.
Ohio State is ranked No. 1,
but haven't the South Florida
Bulls been the best team m college football this year?
They have defeated both Auburn and West Virginia, who
are both currently in the top 25.
Who has Ohlo State beat?
Their most impressive vjctories have come against Washington and Pudue, not exactly
powerhouse schosls.
Another problem I have with
the initial stayd$$gsis the fact
that LSU is still No. 4, despite
losing to Kentucky over the
weekend
The W~ldcatsare t& nation's
seventh best team accord~ngto
the BCS.
However, if ~ e n f n c kbeat
~
LSU, Does that not make them
the better terPnjp
I guess not.
LSU, Oklahoma, South
Carolina and Kentucky all
have one loss, but currently sit
above an undefeated Arizona
State team.
The BCS is also not showing
Kansas much love either.
The way things are going
in college football his year, I
doubt anybody will finish undefeated, but what is going to
happen when four or five teams
have one loss?
Something needs change.
In the famous words of Jim
Mora, "Playoffs? Are you kidding me?'Playoffs?"
Yes, Jim. College football
needs a playoff system.

the averagefooib&ll
. ...,
player
would
,

JSU quarterback Cedric Johnson has rushed for six
for the Memphis game Sept. 15. Since then, the
JSUFan.corn

the starter

The move to prornotejCkdric
Johnson to starting qudrterback
looks to be payin
By Patrick Swafford
Sports ~ d i t o r
Over the last five weeks of the season, fans
have seen the true evolution of a quarterback
hap* right before their cdlective eyes.
@'s gone from being a junior college transfer
with an i n b ~ t eamount of hype and potential to
an e#ctric playmaking gunslinger with a quick
release on the ball and an even faster first step.
He's exciting to watch. He's a shodstopper. He
might even be the real playmaker
this JacksanviUe State football team.
After last Thursday night's 42-9 thumping
of Austin Peay, his name was 4 W d al1,over
America.
Cedric Johnson hap what's sailed " a , S m e n ter moment."
One play, a 69-yard touchbvn run, earned
the junior from Americus, Ga.; tiie fifth s$ot on

,

By Patrick Swafferd
Sports Editor
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For the average high school football player, halftime usuall;
means a break from the action while coaches make adjustmehts %
help the team's chances to win.
For JSU place kicker Gavin Hallford, hamime wasn't the breag
that it usually 1s.
Hallford, a junior from Phenix Citj; A&., began playing thii
trumpet in the sixth grade in Central High's band program befor;
moving ta baritone his junior year, the same year he decided to plap
varsity football.
Any football player, high school or college, can t+U you that sum-;
mer training camps are intense. It's nonstop from@ first day until
the end of the season
Any band member, high school or college, can reH that, while not
as phys~calas football, band camp is just as grueiibg.
Either way you look at it, you're perfecting your craft in thg
sweltenng summer heat, but both at the same the?
.I
,
Sm "Hallford," 38
8
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Seb?Jobnson," 2 8

Backs against t)e w:all
Weekend losses knocd JSU to
{seventhin OV#
By Jered Staubs
Staff Sports Writer

,

.

JSU squandered an opportunity to move up the OVC atandings by losing twice this weekend to the dregs of the aonferen*.
Tlie Gamecocks (3-9+J, 1-3- 1
OVC) continue to have awayday blues, suffering a defeat in
all seven mat&s away from

Jacksonville.
Despite the resdts, the
cocks are still @ly two
out of qualifj+& for the OVC
tournament.

JSU is unbeatai in the last

"9~'s Gavhr hallforid currently leads the &tlorr bn fleld goals
made with 16. Photo by Steve M a m l &cponville State Univer-
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GAMEDAY BREAKDOWN
Gamecocks, Golden Eagles square ofSSaturday in important OVC matchup
Sports editor Patrick Swafford
breaks down Saturday's
homecoming game between
Jacksonville State and
Tennessee Tech. Jacksonville
State carries an all-time record
of 51 -8-2 in homecoming
-.
games.

All-time series
This will be the 12" time that
the Gamecocks and Tennessee
Tech have locked horns, with
JSU winning four out of the
last five contests, including
last year's 13-10 overtime win
in Cookeville, Tenn.

Jacksonville State quarterback Cedric Johnson leads the
Gamecocks in three major statisticaI categories: rushing, passing and total offense. Photo courtesy of Steve Latham 1 Jackson-

ville State University

I

Who's hot
Jacksonville State quarterback Cedric Johnson has been nothing short of electric in the last few
weeks, rushing for four touchdowns in last week's thumping of Austin Peay. Johnson has already
'
thrown for more than 1,100 yads and rushed for over 400 yards with six rushing touchdowns.
Tennessee Tech's L v y Shipp is one of the most productive weapons in the entire OVC. Tech's
standout wide receiver earned first team All-OVC honors in each of the last two seasons and currently
leads the conference in touchdowns. He's also an incredible return threat with two return touchdowns
to his credit already.

RG 70
RT 77
17
OB 12

D. Outla4
C. Smith
B. OttriX

LB 48
LB 21
SS 7

J. Kiser
B. Jamison
D. Baines

C.B&&

CR 38

C. Miles

Prediction
JSU and Tech both make a
living off running the ball and
stopping the run on defense.
JSU's riding high from last
week's drubbing of Austin Peay
and should carry it over.
JSU 28 - Tenn. Tech 24

Tennessee Tech receiver Larry Shipp is a two-time AH-OVC
selection and is the Golden Eagle's best threat on long routes
and kick returns. Photo courtesy of Ben Winters / Herald-Citizen,

Cookeville, Tenn.

Running men

Running the ball is a one-man show

~acksgnvilleState has been successful this seasorl by using a multiple running back system, a different approach than in years' past.
What's surprising is that it's worked for the most part.

While JSU sports a multi-headed monster in the backfield, Tennessee Tech only needs one, and he is truly a monster.
For sheer power, it doesn't get any better than Derek White.
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What's surprising is that it's worked for the most part.
Daniel Jackson and Anthony Jones began the season as the team's
primary backs, but with the additions of Shawn Green in the backfield and Cednc Johnson under center, the Gamecocks have become
a very dangerous team on the ground.
In short-yardage situations, JSU's ground game can become lethal
with one particular offensive set, using all three fullbacks at once in
Alphonso Freeney, Ronald Murray and Ty Griswold.
JSU is averaging just over 181 yards per game on the ground and
have really started to develop into a powerful unit in the last few
weeks.

For sheer power, it doesn't get any perter tnan vereK wmre.
White has more rushing yards than anyone in the OVC and is
ranked tenth in the Football Championship Subdivision in yards per
game.
White spearheads a rushing attack that is third best in the OVC,
chewing up just under 200 yards per game on the ground.
Despite boasting a powerful running game, IITU has a tendency
to lose the time 6f possession battle to their opponents, but that's
usually due to the Golden Eagles' scoring.
The Golden Eagles are going to need a huge game from White to
pull out a victory here.

,

Shutting down the power
If there's one thing Tennessee Tech can do with the OVC's best,
it's run the football. Jacksonville State must shut down Derek White,
the Golden Eagles' primary ground weapon.
White is the Ohio Valley Conference's second leading rusher,
gaining an average of 128 yards per game to go along with a conference leading eight touchdowns.
If there's something to be learned from the last two games, it's that
JSU can shut down a team's running game.
Over the last two weeks, the Gamecocks have held the Football
Championship Subdivision's two all-time active leading rushers to
below their respective season averages.
If that front set, ied by John Scott, can hold White in check, JSU
will be in very good shape.
Do not give up the big ones
Jacksonville State has had a problem this season with giving up
touchdowns on long-yardage plays 11 times this season.
The pass defense has given,up seven of those touchdowns, including two against AIabama Sate and UT-Martin and three against
Memphis.
This could play right into the hands of, arguably the OVC's most
dangerous receiver, Tennessee Tech's Lany Shipp,
Shipp would be leading the OVC in scoring if not for Gavin Hallford's amazing start.
Shipp, who has found the end zone ten times this season alone,
averages 59 yards receiving per game in a run oriented offense and
is a legitimate deep threat.

r

Jacksonville State receiver Taurean Rhetta is second on the
team in receiving and has potential to be the Gamecocks' big
play threat. Photo courtesy of Steve Latham / Jacksonv~lleState
University

JSU probable starting lineup
OFFENSE I
DEFENSE
Pos.
SE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
FL

No.
8
78
79
75
55

Name
J. Moten
C. Tables
D. May
,
T. Ogletree
A. Jeffersonb
73 k. Gergel ,I
84 D. Carter
12 C. Johnson
22 T. Griswold
4 D. Jackson f
1 T. Rhetta a

Pos. No.
DE 91
NT 99
DE 63
LB ,29
LB -45
LB 40
LB 3
CB 26
S
28
S
16
CB 24

Name
B. Gloyd
J. Scott
D. Tolbert
D. Phillips
A. Henderson
D. Robinson
A.Smith
C. Clark
M. Johnson
K. Walker
J. Smith

If you can't go through them, go over them
If Jacksonville State is able to shut down the Tennessee Tech running game, they better be ready for the passing game.
What's the old saving?
"
If the left one doesn't get you, the right one will.
Tech's quarterback Lee Sweeney has been injured for the past few
weeks, but he did suit up and warm up last week. If he doesn't start,
Cass Barnes will.
Look for Barnes and Shipp to connect early and often to keep the
Gamecocks honest on defense.
The Golden Eagles haven't had too many problems with the
change in quarterbacks. They still boast a powerful offense that can,
and probably will, put a lot of points on the board.
They already average 34.3 points per game this season.

-

Find the weakness and exploit it
If there is one thing that Jacksonville Stat6 has struggled in all
season, it's been the lack of production in kickoff and punt coverage.
The Gamecocks have been burned for substantial yardage on
kickoffs this season, including twp back breaking touchdown returns against Eastern Kentucky.
This week, the Gamecocks have to contend with the best kick
return man in the OVC, Lany shipp.
Shipp is averaging just under 30 yards per retufn and has already
taken two kicks back for touchdowns.
Stopping Shipp might be a problem for Jacksonville State. If
Shipp can put the Golden Eagles in good field positions, JSU may
have a long day.

1

Public Hearing.Notice

,

Jacksonville State University, the City of Jacksonville,
l
and Developand the East Alabama ~ e i i o n dPlanning
ment Csmrnission, are seeking public comment pertaining to a feasibility study recently conducted. The
study looked at a proposed fixed-route transit program
on the JSU campus and City of Jacksonville. A display
of the proposed routes will be available for viewing
on the 2nd floor of the TMB on Thursday October 25
and Friday October 26, 2007: Representatives from
EARPDC and Skipper Consulting will be on site to
answer questions from 9:UO 'dmuntil 12:OO pm both
days. Availqblk on location d l be comment cards.
Comments can be left inxhe baf provided, mailed to:
EARPDC, P. 0. Box 21@ &ston, Alabama 36202,
or you can email earpdc@adss.alabama.gov RE: JSU
Study. The Theron Montgomery Building is handicapped accessible.

Johnson: Making
a
plays, seeking conference title
2,

Cont. from 1A

"We gbt through a lot in practice," Johnson
said. "I guess it just comes out on game day.
ing it and told me I was on *e Top Ten. At Early in the season, the offense really wasn't
first, I thought they were just Baying. We got scoring. We just got to a point where we just
back home and I stayed up g t i l about 4:00, said it was time for us to start clicking."
just to watch the show and f i y l y saw it.
This season, Johnson leads the Gamecocks
"That was my first time e p r rushing for
in every major statistical category, including
four touchdowns in a game.:Ever. I threw
rushing and passing yards as well as touchfor six in one half In a
downs.
feels good to have the
The role of rising star is nothing new to
ESPN, but I won't be satisfie# until I win a
Johnsan.
XI
championship."
Johnson currently holds the Georgia high
Johnson took over the sta$ing role for
school
record for most passing touchdowns
Jacksonville State before the Memphis game
in
a
career
with 92. He also broke the singleand has been electric since,*€hrowingfor
season record with 42, eclipsing an athlete
over 200 yards in his first career start.
Through five games, Johnsouahas done a Johnson hopes to follow one day; his brother.
lot for what was a struggling offense.
"I'm just trying to follow in my brother's
With him under center, the ,Gamecocks
have seen steady play from him in the win footsteps," Johnson said. "He's won three
over Murray State and got a game-winning championships since he started playing qu&
fourth quarter drive to defeat UT-Martin.
terback; one in high school, one in junior
4
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college and one professionally in Europe."
Despite all the records Johnson has collected over his decorated football career, the
one award Johnson's trophy case lacks is a
championship, something he's failed to capture on his own.
During his freshman year of high school,
he won while splitting snaps with another
quarterback, never as a team's full-fledged
starter.
"I'm excited about all these records, but
they really don't mean anything to me,"
Johnson said. "I'll be alright once I win me a
championship."
"That was my Jirst time ever rushing for
four touchdowns in a game. Ever. I threw
for six in one half in a high school game"
- Cedric Johnson, on rushing for four
touchdowns last week
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CROSS COUNTRY

JSU picks up home wins
By Will Payne
Staff Sports Writer

-

Both JSU men's and women's
cross-country teams finished
their regular seasons on a high
note by hosting and winning
their respective meets at the JSU
Foothills Invitational in Jacksonville this past Saturday.
The Gamecock men broke
through in a big way with h 20point victory. As a team, the
Gamecocks placed four nmners
in the top ten.
"We went into themeet with
one goal in mind, and that was to
win the meet with as much ease
as possible," JSU coach Steve
Ray said.
The men, who won for the
second time this season, were
led by their two leaders in freshman Marius Sava and senior
Ryan McKay. '
Sava earned his first-ever collegiate victory by completing the
8k course in a time of 2552 and
led a quartet of Gamecock runners that placed in the top ten.
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McKay showed why he was
the reigning OVC Male Runner of the week, extending his
streak of top 10 finishes to six
consecutive races with a third
place finish with an overall time
of 26:03.
While the men ,picked up
their second victory of the season, the women were able to
earn their first of the season by
edging out Kennesaw State by
two points.
Sarah Caine led the charge by
turning in a second place finish, completing the 5k course in
18:33.
With the end of the regular
season, both squads are preparing to go into the OVC Championships on Oct. 27 in Birmingham.
"Like all the other teams
in the OVC, we now have
two weeks to prepare for the
championship," Rqy said. "The
last time we had this long to
prepare, we came out and ran
our best times of the season."

Hallford: Leading FCS in
field goals

Soccer: Prepares for Peay
and Tech this weekend

Cont. from 1B
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"It took a lot out of me," Hallford said. "One thing tbat really
helped was once school started, I had a varsity football class, so
that's when I lifted weights. We'd practice football from, like, three
until five. Then band practice was at 6:30. I'd go get something to
eat, go to band practice, go home and probably crash."
Halftimes became an everydafmning of the gauntlet, complete
with a quick costume change of sorts.
"It was me, our punter and two or three cheerleaders that were in
the band," Hallford said. "So, we'd play the first half. Me and the
punter would take our shoulder pads and helmets off and put them
on the sidelines and put our jerseys back on. Someone would bring
,our instruments down ta the fieldfmd we'd clay in the band."
The entire experiencewasn't aq%adas you might think. Central, Phenix City's classes were on F k scheduling, which allowed
him to finish his homework in cl*s.
Making it to both practices waw't as bad, either.
"We had football practice and t k n band at night," Hallford said.
"I'd go to football practice, and t@n go over to band practice. My
coach and band director were rea&jlenient. If I had football practice, my band director would let n%go ahead and do that."
In his three years as the ~am&cks' kicker, Hallford has rewritten the record books, setting +new mark this season with four
field goals in one game.
HalLford also set the career mar for field goals against Tennest
see-Martin this season.
Currently, Hallford leads the e
1Championship Subdivision in field goals and has a
six field goal margin
over the nation's second-ranked

k

played too poorly this weekend, but early goals continued
to doom JSU.
"We're playing a very good
75-minute game, we just have
to start well and get into the
game quicker," she said.
Six of the last eight goals
the Gamecocks have conceded
have come within the opening
11 minutes.
On Friday, Morehead State's
Kimmie Beiting scored the lone
goal in the eleventh minute.
On Sunday, ,JSU gave up
goals in the seventh, ninth, and
eleventh minutes to lose 3-1 to
Eastern Kentucky.
The Gamecocks had similar
or more possession of the ball
in both games, but poor play at'
both ends was the difference. ,
"I don't think the results portray how we're actually playing," Davis said. "But we're
making mistakes inside our

l'8-yard box and not finishing in
theirs."
Freshman Paige Rovillo got a
goal back in the 59thminute of
the second game, but JSU could
draw no closer.
Rovillo is the team's leading scorer with three goals, and
Davis praised her and the other
seven freshmen that have played
extensively this season.
"She's starting to find her
ability to be successful at the
college level, and like the rest of
our freshman, she's learning the
speed of the college game.
"There's always some luck in
scoring goals, but Paige is putting herself in position and finishing her opportunities."
While the freshmen continue
to make an impact, it's the seniors, goal keeper Elizabeth Selasky, fonvard Courtney Moore
and defender Jessica Scerbo that
will be honored this weekend.
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as we have lately.
I
They were getting some free,
easy swings. That's a matter of a
lot of positioning sthff and lately
we have been doing's good job
of it, and tonight we just didn't
do it."
All
season
long,
the
Gamecocks have shown the
ability to claw their way back
into matches when their backs
are against the wall.
However, they fell behind
early in each of the four games
against the Redhawks and only
managed to come back once.
They showed signs of possibly
getting back into each of the final
three games, but SEMO always
seemed to come up with a big
play to swing the momentum
back to their side of the court.
"I told our team that it wasn't
that we played that bad," Nold
said. "We played a pretty good
game. But in our conference,
when you look at the top teams,
there is very little difference
between losing and winning.
Despite the loss to the
Redhawks, the Gamecocks did
have a good showing against
Eastern Illinois on Friday night
as they defeated the Panthers in
three games.
JSU held EIU to a .000attack
percentage aid recorded 12
blocks on the defensive side of
the court.
Abbey Vierling continued her
hot streak on defense, recording
26 digs. She has recorded at
least 22 digs in each of the last
four games.
C
Breit paced the Gamecock
offense once again knocking
down 19 kills on only 29
attacks.
However, Nold passed a lot of
the credit to Brooke Schumacher
,who did an outstanding job of
setting up the Gamecock offense
with great passing. Schumacher
recorded 41 assists in only three
games.
"They are a very good
serving team, and they put a
lot of pressure on us with their
'serve," Nold said. "I thought
as' the match went along, we
started passing much better and
handling that."
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